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Abstract 

This manuscript represents a synchronous triggering device applied on long-gap triggered 
vacuum switches. From the breakdown currents of the long-gap triggerd vacuum swtiches,  
the time delay between the triggering pulse current is about 5 us. The synchronous triggering 
device presented in this manuscript is able to trigger the long-gap triggered vacuum switches 
reliable. 
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1. Introduction 

A kind of triggering device for the long-gap triggered vacuum switch is represented in the 
manuscript[1]. With our effort, the triggering device has been developed to trigger two long-gap 

triggerd vacuum switches synchronously. Triggered vacuum switches(TVS) are the circuit switching 
devices based on the technology of vacuum gap and trigger spark gap. As the key device applied on 

high power pulse power technology, the synchronous triggering of TVS is popular to the cascade 
applications and the parallel applications of triggered vacuum switches. As the triggering device 

presented in the manuscript[1] is triggered by optical signals, the developed device presented in this 
manuscript could be applied in the cascade applications or the parallel applications of triggered 

vacuum switches.  

2. The Conduction Mechanism of Triggered Vacuum Switch 

The schematic of the long-gap triggered vacuum switch is shown in Fig. 1. The high voltage is applied 

between anode and cathode, and the distance between anode and cathode is about 2-3 cm. The 
triggering pulse from the triggering device is applied between cathode and trigger pin, and the 

distance of the trigger gap is about 3-5 mm. When the triggering pulse is applied between cathode 
and trigger pin, the initial plasma is generated in the trigger gap. Consequently, the initial plasma will 

be accelerated in the electric field between anode and cathode, and bombardment the anode. Finally, 
more and more charged particles will be generated to conduct the long-gap triggered vacuum 

switch[1,2].  
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Fig. 1 The schematic of the long-gap triggered vacuum switch 
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The initial plasma generating from the triggering gap diffuses between the cathode and the anode. 
The metal vapor arc filling the space between the cathode and the anode break down the vacuum 

switch[3-6]. In general, the conduction theory of the long-gap triggered vacuum switch is complex[7-
12]. Recently, we applied a kind of triggering device to guarantee reliable operation of the long-gap 

triggered vacuum switch [1]. In this manuscript, a devloped triggering device to synchronously trigger 
more than one long-gap triggered vacuum switches is presented. 

3. The Design of Synchronous Triggering Circuit 

The schematic of the synchronous triggering device for the long-gap triggered vacuum switches is 
shown in Fig. 2. Two independent main triggering circuits were apllied to two TVSs. The pulse 

triggers of the  main triggering circuits were applied by the optical signal generated from the same 
optical pulse generator. 
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Fig. 2 The schematic of the synchronous triggering device for long-gap triggered vacuum switches 

The breakdown current of a single trigger gap is shown as Fig. 3. The duration of the breakdown 
current is longer than 50us. The breakdown current represented the duration of the initial plasma. the 

TVS is conducted by the initial plasma. 

  
Fig. 3 The breakdown current of the trigger gap 
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Fig. 4 is the images captured by high speed camera, and shows the initial plasma generated from the 

triggered gap. In Fig. 4a, the initial plasma behaved like a small light spot, and filled the trigger gap. 
In Fig. 4b, the initial plasma diffused into the main gap, and the charged particles were accelerated 

by the electric field between anode and cathode. In Fig. 4c, the long-gap triggered vacuum switch is 
conducted. 

      
a)                                                 b)                                                   c) 

a)  the initial plasma generated from the triggered gap  

b) the initial plasma diffusing into the main gap 

c) the main gap of the TVS is conducted 

Fig. 4 The conducting of the long-gap triggered vacuum switch 

 

Fig. 5 shows the typical delay between the breakdown currents of the two trigger gaps. Experiments 

show that the delay is about 5us. The response rate of MOSFET (within 10ns) is the major factor 
causing delay between the optical signal and the breakdown current. And the total duration of the 

pulse cluster is about 300 ns. In consequence, the conduction time of long-gap triggered vacuum 
switch is about 5 us.  

 
Fig. 5 The delay between the breakdown currents of the two trigger gaps 

 

Experiments shows that the delay between the breakdown currents of the two trigger gaps is stochastic 
within 8 us. Generally, the average delay is about 5 us. 

This delay could be explained with the conducting theory of the long-gap triggered vacuum switch. 
After being generated from the triggering gap, the initial plasma diffused into the main gap. The 

electrons of the initial plasma were accelerated by the electric field between cathode and anode. 
Immediately, the atoms in the metal vapor between the cathode and anode were partly ionized by the 
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accelerated electrons. The ions generated moved towards the cathode in the electric field. Once the 

ions hit the cathode, many secondary electrons were release from the cathode. In consequence, the 
main gap of the long-gap triggered vacuum switch was conducted. Duration of this process is about 

few microseconds.  

4. Summary 

This manuscript represents a synchronous triggering device applied on long-gap triggered vacuum 

switches. The application could be applied in the cascade applications or the parallel applications of 
triggered vacuum switches. The average time delay between the breakdown currents of the TVS is 

about 5 us. 
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